All lectures are open to the public, thanks to the generosity of the **KLOPSTEG FUND**, and are held in the **HAGSTRUM ROOM** (University Hall 201) on **MONDAYS** from 4:00 to 5:30 p.m.

**January 14**

3:30-5:00pm

**LUKAS RIEPPLE** *(SHC Postdoc, History, NU)*

“The Vertical Integration of American Natural History, 1880-1920”

5:00-6:30pm

**KIRSTEN LENG** *(Sexualities, History, NU)*

"Contesting the 'Laws of Life': Sex, Subjectivity and Bio/Politics in Early Twentieth-Century Germany and Europe"

**February 4**

**JULIE LIVINGSTON** *(Rutgers University)*

“The Sensory Ethic of Care in Botswana's Cancer Ward”

co-sponsored by the Program of African Studies

**February 11**

**ROBERT RICHARDS** *(U Chicago)*

“Was Hitler a Darwinian?”

**February 15**

**FRIDAY @ 12:00pm**

**BILL RANKIN** *(Yale)*

“Radionavigation and the Politics of Geographic Knowledge”

**February 25**

**TED PORTER** *(UCLA)*

"Tallying the Insane"

co-sponsored by the Department of Sociology

Spring 2013 schedule can be found at: [http://www.shc.northwestern.edu/klopsteg/](http://www.shc.northwestern.edu/klopsteg/)